Whether you are a techno-freak or a techno-phobe, the electronic age is in every part of your life. It is the age of the “i” everything, so why not the “i” Home? From your TV to your toaster, everything nowadays seems to come with its own app, which you have to download, spend forever updating and still it ends up burning your toast. InterShade is here to solve this by combining the different elements of your house into one, easy to use, interface.

When carried out efficiently, home automation takes your separate Audio, Video, Lighting, Heating, Air Con, Security, CCTV, Intercom and Access Control systems and combines them into one intuitive user interface. This allows a user to control their entire house with a tap of a button.

Total home automation has long been possible, but gone are the days when to use it you needed to understand TCP/IP, DNS and Klingon. Now complete systems, such as Control4, prioritise putting you, the user, first. These systems do so without compromising technologically, so you have a system that your granny can use with ease, but with capabilities to impress even your most stony-faced friends.

So it’s all possible, but what can home automation actually do for you? To start with, you can create lighting scenes to transform your room from bright, every day use to a cosy, romantic atmosphere with a single tap. How about peace of mind: if you’re concerned about security, you can whip out your smartphone and check your CCTV within a matter of seconds. And never worry about whether you remembered to lock the door: not only can you check it on your phone, you can even lock it remotely.

InterShade is driven by your needs. We’re not going to leave you lost in a 1000-page manual, we’re here to make this process as easy as possible. The world is turning to automation, but why wait for the future to come to you? InterShade brings you the future, first.
Security
Manage your alarm, view security cameras no matter where you are, control your locks and see who is coming and going in your home.

Lighting
Programmable lightning means you can create scenes to wake up to, go to bed to, dine and party to and anything else you can imagine.

Heating / Air Con
Our intelligent systems seek to optimise the efficiency of your heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems.
Audio
We can create a truly one of a kind, bespoke addition to your home. With sound quality to please the most demanding audiophile, your home has never sounded better.

Network
Let us create a comprehensive, reliable and secure wireless network for all your technology needs.

Video
A world of dazzling visual entertainment, from movies, sports, news and more, in any and every room you desire, and it's all integrated seamlessly.

Control
Every system can be controlled through dedicated touchscreens and touchpads, or through your smartphone.
Audio

Whether recreating a symphony or a rock concert, we’re here to make your home sing. Our partnerships with all of the top audio brands allows us to offer you a customised audio system, tailored to your unique needs.

We focus on allowing your soundscape to be controlled from anywhere: from a dedicated touchscreen, a remote control, via the TV or through your smartphone. You can chose to listen to music in one room or share that music with selected rooms. Or turn up the tunes and play it to every room in the house in our party mode.

There’s no limit to how you can play and there’s no limit to what: whether it’s through Spotify, Airplay, Bluetooth devices or your own music library, we streamline your options into one simple selection.
From TVs to cinema-style projectors, we offer a range of high-definition products to create the viewing experience you desire.

InterShade has a wealth of experience in all aspects of video, including HD, 3D, 4K, and single and multi-room set ups. With our integrated control system, it’s time to throw away that pile of remotes (if you can still find them). We streamline your entire media experience down to one, easy to use device.

A clean, elegant design means we hide that tangle of wires and unsightly cables and feed all the TVs in the house from a central system, meaning you can watch whatever you want, wherever you want. With our range of sealed and waterproof units, you can even sit back and soak in the tub while watching your favourite show.

‘A clean, elegant design means we hide that tangle of wires and unsightly cables’
Forget the stale popcorn and the sticky floors, InterShade is here to bring you a home theatre system to blow your local cinema out of the water. We seek to provide you with an unparalleled experience: from top-of-the-range projector systems, to luxurious seating tailored specifically for home theatres.

Our range of projector screens come in sizes to suit any space and there’s no need to worry about your theatre looking like a classroom: we can work with you to create custom, discreet casings that blend in with your aesthetic.

Want the experience while keeping space to a minimum? We can help design a smooth theatre experience in an existing living room.

‘Our range of projector screens come in sizes to suit any space’
Our programmable lighting system will brighten your home by allowing you to easily program lighting scenes: switch seamlessly from soft, gentle lighting, to a perfect cinema experience, to a bright party at the touch of a button.

We bring a convenience that eases everyday issues: imagine just settling into bed when you remember you left the kitchen light on. No need to haul yourself down to fix it, merely reach over to your interface to control all the lights in your home.

Use our system to bring peace of mind: have you ever worried about leaving your house dark and empty, with curtains wide open while you’re on holiday? Worry no more: our vacation mode will automatically close the blinds and have the lights come on to a schedule, making it seem like you never left.

‘Our programmable lighting system will brighten your home by allowing you to easily program lighting scenes’
At InterShade, we understand your peace of mind is priceless. That's why we've made it so easy for you to secure your home and give you the tools to make sure it stays secure. We offer a range of remote controlled locks, meaning you need never worry again about whether you left the front door unlocked. A quick check on your smartphone will let you lock, or unlock, wherever you are.

Control your entire alarm system from the palm of your hand. Our integrated system allows you to view your CCTV cameras, set or unset an alarm, open and close garages, gates and doors. Have you parents dropped by while you’re out? A tap on your phone will save them from being stranded outside. The days of leaving a spare key under the doormat are long gone.

‘At InterShade, we understand your peace of mind is priceless. That’s why we’ve made it so easy for you to secure your home’
Heating and Air Conditioning

We’ve all had the same problem: you’ve set the thermostat to a comfortable temperature, but the bathroom is an oven and the living room is in a new ice age. Our simple system leaves this brute-force solution in the past. With our intuitive software, you can tailor the temperature to suit each room.

When leaving your home, you can set it to a green mode – saving the environment and your wallet with a single tap.

As with our other systems, this too can be controlled from your phone: there’s no need to worry about coming home early to a chilly house, or being out late while your house heats up for no-one.

‘When leaving your home, you can set it to a green mode – saving the environment and your wallet with a single tap’
With InterShade, you don’t need to worry about hunching over a network router trying to memorise IP addresses, DNS settings and GPS coordinates.

We will connect everything in your home from the most complex security system to the simplest audio set up.

We will create for you a wireless network that offers you reliability, adaptability and security.

‘InterShade is your gateway to a reliable and secure wireless network’
You’ve read about all the things we can do and our control system is the brain that makes it work. One unified system: from smartphone to tablet to keypads, we have the same easy-to-use interface to control everything. Our own dedicated touchscreens are designed with a clean elegance that can blend into any home. An intuitive user interface that means someone who has never seen it before could pick it up within seconds.

So let’s bring all the systems together. Picture yourself comfortably on your couch and you decide to watch a movie. With one tap to select the pre-programmed scene, our control system will dim the lights, power on the projector, lower the projector screen and bring you to your media library. It couldn’t be any easier.

Even better, our comprehensive range of reliable systems means that InterShade can create the home of your dreams, to suit your budget.

‘Our own dedicated touchscreens are designed with a clean elegance that can blend into any home’
EASE OF USE, EASE OF INSTALLATION AND RELIABILITY
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